Frans Floris

Susanna and the Elders
This recently discovered Susanna and the Elders, signed and dated 1548, belongs to a small group of surviving paintings that the Netherlandish artist Frans Floris de Vriendt completed shortly after returning to his native Antwerp from a long period of study in Italy. The painting testifies to Floris’s interest in combining the lessons of his Italian travels with a traditionally Netherlandish approach to oil paint. Its subject – a dramatic biblical legend of an attack on a young woman’s virtue – allowed Floris to display his skills at painting the female nude and constructing a compelling visual narrative. Such sensuous images appealed to Floris’s early collectors who valued the distinctive mix of Italian form and Netherlandish technique in his work. Their patronage propelled Floris to fame as an international celebrity praised for his treatment of the body. At the centre of Floris’s painting we see Susanna undressed and ready to bathe in a secluded pool. She stares toward the left, seemingly unaware of the older men hiding in the bushes behind her. The Apocryphal Book of Daniel recounts that Susanna was the beautiful wife of Joachim, a prominent member of the exiled Jewish community living in Babylon during the sixth century BCE. Two elders who were accustomed to visiting Joachim’s house became enamored of Susanna and conspired to seduce her by hiding in the garden where she bathed. They waited until her maids were gone before springing upon her and demanding that she submit to their desires. When she refused, they threatened to accuse her of having an adulterous affair with a young man – a crime punishable by death – but still Susanna would not acquiesce. She was...
brought to trial, convicted on the testimony of the two elders, and sentenced to death. But Daniel rescued her, coming forward to defend her against the false witness of the elders. Daniel had investigated the matter, asking each elder separately to name the tree under which they had seen her: one said it was an oak, the other a mastic. He thereby exposed their lie and proved Susanna’s innocence. In the end, the elders, not Susanna, were put to death.

There was a long history of representing Susanna’s story in art. Earlier images emphasized her status as a paragon of purity and virtue. During the Renaissance, however, many artists shifted focus to portray a particular episode from her story: the dramatic moment in which two older assailants surprise the nude Susanna bathing in a garden. Floris chose to depict a moment just before the climax of the story: Susanna has undressed and dismisses her two maids, unaware of the elders hiding in the bushes behind her. This narrative innovation lends poignancy to the image but also creates a sense of foreboding. As informed viewers we know what comes next. That knowledge heightens our own complicity.


Fig. 1: Frans Floris, The Judgment of Paris, c. 1548, oil on panel, 120 x 159.5 cm, Kassel, Staatliche Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister


in the story, as we too admire the vulnerable and exposed figure before us. The story of Susanna had circulated in multiple versions until 1547, just one year before this work was completed, when the Council of Trent decreed that the text should form the thirteenth chapter of the Apocryphal Book of Daniel. Whether or not Floris was aware of the theological debates surrounding this text, he was unusually attentive to the details of the story in his composition. The oak leaves in the background recall the two types of tree mentioned in the Book of Daniel, and the exquisite ducks reflected while swimming calmly in the pond remind us that Susanna frequented this quiet spot and had no apparent reason to suspect this bath would be unlike any other. Floris represents Susanna’s garden as an Italian garden court filled with allusions to his recent studies of antiquities and Renaissance art. At right, water pours out of a Roman sarcophagus, now converted into a fountain set on feet in the shape of tortoises. This structure supports a statue of the reclining river god “Arno” (or “Nile”), which Floris had drawn in the Cortile delle Statue of the Vatican Belvedere Rome. Michelangelo played an important role in this project. He provided an unusual knotted design for the figure’s beard, which had broken off, and had the statue placed before a background of *cipollaccio*, or greenish-yellow marble cut in rough shapes in imitation of natural rocks, which Giorgio
Vasari described in the second edition of his *Lives of the Artists* (1568).8 A drawing by the Dutch artist Maarten van Heemskerck (fig. 3), produced in the 1530s, just a decade before Floris traveled to Rome,9 and a later pen and wash study by Anton Raphael Mengs (fig. 2) reveal how this sculptural grouping had been transformed into a fountain.10 Water flowed out of the god’s overturned vase, down the folds of the garment covering his legs, and into the sarcophagus before cascading into the pool beneath. Both Van Heemskerck’s and Mengs’s drawings show that the flowing water—while creating pleasant sounds that added to the sensory appeal of this composite of nature and art—also served to obscure the iconography of the sarcophagus and may have caused damaged to its relief. Possibly on account of this, Van Heemskerck left the front of the sarcophagus blank in his study. By contrast, Mengs, who would later acquire a cast head

---


9 While other scholars believe the statue was brought to the Cortile del Belvedere under Leo X, Rubinstein argues that the statue was installed in that location during the papacy of Clement VII (Giuliano de’ Medici), between 1523 and 1534.

10 Rubinstein, op. cit., pp. 277, 281-82.
Floris took a different approach to both of these artists. In the Kassel painting and Susanna and the Elders Floris shortened the basin and extracted legible forms from its frieze, which, as he clearly understood, depicted an aquatic scene. With a stylized representation of water at its base, the sarcophagus relief represented hovering Eros figures among a group of Nereids, or sea nymphs, and ichthyocentaurs – hybrid creatures with the upper bodies of a man, the lower front bodies of a horse, and the tail of a fish. On the actual sarcophagus, which has long since been detached from the river god, these animated bodies probably flanked a central shield, or clypeus, possibly with an image of an emperor, upheld by two ichthyocentaurs as if floating above the sea. Floris may have been unable to decipher this form completely – possibly because of the damage caused by flowing water. Instead, he creatively if inaccurately reinterpreted its round form as the edge of another overturned vessel, like the one held by the river god above, with an abundance of water flowing from its mouth. In the Kassel painting Floris removed the statue group from its niche and placed it in an outdoor setting, retaining the rocky backdrop of mottled stone which he integrated into a natural setting. At the same time, he enlivened the ancient marble and turned its head so that the river god appears to be watching the scene unfolding before him. In Susanna and the Elders, Floris further modified the statue's form, adding a female figure resembling Susanna who appears caught in the river god's embrace as she reaches across him, possibly trying to touch the water. Far from an innocuous detail, the unusual addition of the woman to the classical sculpture provides commentary on the subject of the picture, which revolves around the elders’ attempt to entrap Susanna. Another statue – possibly of a male figure, fully dressed in a flowing gown – appears in a niche set against the house in the distance. The house, with its arched portico and tiled roof, closely resembles the Italianate villas appearing in the backgrounds of Floris's early paintings, including his Banquet of the Gods (Antwerp, Royal Museum), and his monumental woodcut of the Hunts. In that print, a similar house serves as a backdrop for a dramatic frieze of men in antique-style dress hunting a bear and two bulls. The two maids attending to Susanna wear a type of Roman dress that Floris creatively reimagined from his study of ancient marbles. Their long chiton-like garments, belts, and sashes recall Floris's sketch of a statue of Nike appearing on one of the pages of his Roman Sketchbook now in Basel (fig. 6). One maid has already left and walks into the distance, toward the open door of the house. She turns her head over her shoulder in a dynamic torsion as she peers backwards, possibly looking toward the other maid, who tarries while Susanna gives her the key to her chamber. Both the door carelessly left open and the consignment of the key might be read symbolically, suggesting a lack of caution as the unsuspecting heroine lets down her guard.

The maid in the foreground holds a large gold and silver vessel, which appears to be antique but is actually a modern, imaginative composite. It corresponds to an engraving (fig. 4) designed by Frans Floris's brother Cornelis Floris and published in 1548 – the same year this painting was completed. The pitcher – with a scorpion supporting its mouth, griffins at its base, and a muscular satyr clinging to its handle – was one of a series of twenty such fanciful vessels, each engraved by Balthasar van den Bos from Cornelis Floris's designs. The print series counts among the earliest designs to be published by the Antwerp
Floris placed his signature and the date – originally 1547, but visibly changed to around 1560, belongs to the Ferroni collection of the Uffizi (fig. 7). That painting, which may reflect Floris’s knowledge of one of Tintoretto’s famous depictions of the subject made just a few years earlier, presents a stark contrast to the artist’s earlier version. Floris represents Susanna’s luminous body crouched forward. Her posture derives from an ancient sculpture – the crouching Venus – which was long associated with modesty. Aware of her onlookers, the heroine of Floris’s later painting attempts to conceal her nudity from the two elders lurking immediately behind her. She is startled by their advance and stares directly out of the picture to confront the beholder, who stands in a position similar to that of the voyeuristic elders gazing at the unattainable body. Her vulnerability is underscored by the isolation of her opalescent flesh against the dark background. These pictorial devices serve to heighten the moral implications of looking at Susanna while at the same time bringing the subject’s erotic charge dramatically to the fore. Comparing these two works reveals Floris’s rapid development as an artist as well as his evolving understanding of the psychological complexities of this biblical narrative. The later version of Susanna and the Elders presents a more cohesive composition but also a darker vision of Susanna’s situation, underscoring her innocence as well as her anguish.

There are numerous references to paintings of Susanna and the Elders by Frans Floris in early modern sources, but only two are known to have survived. In addition to the present work, another Susanna and the Elders by Floris, datable to around 1560, belongs to the Ferroni collection of the Uffizi (fig. 7). That painting, which may reflect Floris’s knowledge of one of Tintoretto’s famous depictions of the subject made just a few years earlier, presents a stark contrast to the artist’s earlier version. Floris represents Susanna’s luminous body crouched forward. Her posture derives from an ancient sculpture – the crouching Venus – which was long associated with modesty. Aware of her onlookers, the heroine of Floris’s later painting attempts to conceal her nudity from the two elders lurking immediately behind her. She is startled by their advance and stares directly out of the picture to confront the beholder, who stands in a position similar to that of the voyeuristic elders gazing at the unattainable body. Her vulnerability is underscored by the isolation of her opalescent flesh against the dark background. These pictorial devices serve to heighten the moral implications of looking at Susanna while at the same time bringing the subject’s erotic charge dramatically to the fore. Comparing these two works reveals Floris’s rapid development as an artist as well as his evolving understanding of the psychological complexities of this biblical narrative. The later version of Susanna and the Elders presents a more cohesive composition but also a darker vision of Susanna’s situation, underscoring her innocence as well as her anguish.

of Susanna and the Elders are consistent with those Floris used in his early work. The oak panel support consists of four horizontal planks of oak marked on the reverse with three X-shaped joiners’ marks – two large X marks and one smaller one – typical of panels prepared in Antwerp during this period.
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Wox, Frans Floris, op. cit., pp. 25-27.
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